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As an avid devourer of both history and maps I can say that this book fills a certain niche within my
appetite that has not been addressed by either thick historical reference materials or other historical
atlases.Specifically, the strength of this book (whatever its other failings are) is that it does the best
job I've yet seen of presenting a TRULY DYNAMIC VIEW of the area in question. [For caveats as to
its limitations, skip to the bottom of the review.]This means that, after the early stuff is gotten out of
the way (your neolithic revolution and other early times for which our information is sketchy, which
involves leaving out a lot of time), we are treated to a map of the same area at regular ~50 year
intervals. [The actual intervals between maps actually ranges from 15 to 100 in some cases, but
~50 is probably the mean.]Now I own a few other historical atlases, many of which come highly
recommended (The 2005 Oxford Atlas of World History, for example, as well as a few other
comparable atlases), and while they are valuable purchases in their own right, they do not present a
detailed DYNAMIC view of any part of the world, let alone sticking with one piece of it. The Oxford
Atlas presents 'The Roman Empire' in two (admittedly large) pages that are supposed to take us
from 500BC to 400AD, accompanied by three maps. While the simple narrative tells us what
happens within that time period, we do not get to SEE what happens. Another atlas presents one

very large and well detailed world map for every 250 year interval - empires pop up from nowhere
like dandelions and are gone by the next map as if they never were!In contrast, McEvedy's work
sacrifices global scope and global time to present a limited frame of reference (Europe, North Africa,
the Near East/Iran and half of the Eurasian steppe) and gives us a blow-by-blow account of what
exactly was going on. We can actually see Rome growing over the course of 20 or so maps
covering a thousand years, not to mention the ebb and flow of the various other historical peoples
that shared the stage with Rome. [This doesn't take into account the pre-Rome maps that make up
the other half of the book.]I have yet to encounter any other series of maps, in proper historical
reference materials or in other historical atlases, that provide this glimpse into a dynamic world that
changed with each human generation (as all human communities do, whether we know it or not). [If
anyone else knows of such a series of maps, by all means post a review listing the title.]As an
amateur scholar who prefers to get proper historical information from thick, specifically targeted
thousand page works, I can definitely say that there is no substitute for the visual information that
maps can provide. I've lost count of how many pages have been wasted attempting to explain in
(many, many) words what could have been presented instantly and without confusion by a simple
well drawn and well-excised map - in fact I've yet to encounter any proper historical work in which
the use of maps has been what I'd call adequate. Every targeted proper history should have a
section of dynamic maps as comprehensive in time (50 year snapshots) as McEvedy's work, and
without all the clutter added in. [If the entire historical narrative never even mentions cities G-Z, why
are cities G-Z included in the maps at all - to make cities A-F difficult to find?]Finally, McEvedy
certainly has a way with words, as well as a sense of humor, which makes the narrative, simple as it
is, more enjoyable then your average millenium trudge.Having said all this, however, one should
keep in mind that this Atlas fills a specific and so far unmet need - without competition in that
specific realm it stands unparalleled. When measured according to other parameters that are
already serviced by other products, this Atlas is average at best.Factors to consider:1) Can only be
classified as the most basic of introductions to history - the historical narrative is very very simple,
easily outclassed by other atlases, and is primarily meant to simply accompany the maps and
explain any apparent anomalies. This is not a book with which to learn history, but to offer a
supplement to the amateur historian that simply isn't available elsewhere (at least not collected into
one convenient place that I am aware of).2) Limited in geographical scope. Relatively clearly stated
at the outset. I, personally, would love to see the same treatment given to the rest of the world
(either as a whole or by region or both), but this has not been attempted. [Cursory book store
inspection of the regional Penguin Atlases, such as Africa or Egypt or Greece, suggest that they

have moved away from the dynamic presentation of many maps towards a more narrative
approach.]3) Lack of detail. This is not a standard reference work - it is not a book with which to look
up specific facts or places or cities. It details the movements of large numbers of people who are
defined in cultural/linguistic terms - it is a work of demographic history, and in terms of such, excess
detail would indeed simply get in the way of the purpose of THIS work. Other Atlases and
dictionaries have already provided reference services.4) The author is not precisely a neutral party.
Whil McEvedy's specialization involves demographic history, in which I do not doubt he is both
objective and an expert, he is not afraid to stake out a position on other issues in history about
which he may not be such an expert. If certain historical controversies tend to set you off (such as
the Aryan invasion conroversy), then you may well be set off by some of the random comments
interspersed throughout the book. McEvedy's opinions clearly represent that backlash against the
historical-PC movement (or whatever it might be called), in which there have never been any real
Dark Ages anywhere at any time (as this would insult the people who lived at those times, making
them seem inferior), and in which large regions were never invaded by other people (as this is a
threat to the patriots of [Nation X], however long ago it didn't happen), or if they were invaded the
'invaders' were really friendly and nice and accomodating (not ambitious, opportunistic and clever
thugs, because thugs are never smart), or that the invaders clearly made no useful or worthwhile
contributions to subsequent cultural development (because aggression and invasion are wrong, and
the perpetrators should not be encouraged by admitting that they were anything except pure
destructive evil). Of course such theories began, some time ago, as a response to the old
conservative position in which fresh blood and racial superiority demanded that invasions
determined everything (because muscles are good), that the conquered people were weak, stupid,
insipid and given to orgies and all manner of archaic and disgusting customs (and probably used
masking tape to fix their glasses), that the conquerors were massive and virile noble savages (full of
honor and repute and definitely not a collection of rapists and murderers), and that the conquered
people were usually dissolved in the pure elixir of new blood (or at least kept where they belonged,
in slavery). Seen in the light of past and present exremisms, McEvedy's comments are pretty tame,
and more of a calling for balance between various hypotheses (which, when left to themselves, tend
to become hyperbolic). In any case such few comments as exist are not integral to any theory
presented by McEvedy, and are really no more than asides to the work - most authors would excise
such unnecessary and provocative comments, but McEvedy has not. The comments are almost
meaningless to the purpose of the book, so you can easily take the maps and forget the narrative
completely, and still come out ahead, regardless of your position.In summary, and speaking as an

amateur historian, this book is an amazing kind of supplement that I have yet find anywhere else. It
is not, however, a comprehensive introduction to world (or regional) history, and it is not a general
reference work.

I just love the way everyone criticises this book and still gives it 5 stars. Yes , the maps do not even
show the major rivers which were often the tribal frontiers; and yes many important early sites are
not shown on the map at all - so you can not use the atlas to plan your vacation!I note that
knowledgeable historians nit-pick the accuracy from time to time but, for myself, the ordinary punter,
the book is simply stunning. Firstly the scope covers a mere 40,000 years of mainly European and
Middle Eastern history. From the stone age to Byzantium. Secondly you get a swift and
understandable summary of all those peoples you should know about but don't; the Medes, the
Cimmarians, the Ostrogoths and hundreds of others. Thirdly, as well as the military and political
history which helped create the world of today, for just a few quid you get a history of population
developement, a history of trade and the story of the development and spread of both language and
literacy. Wow!On top of all this, the book is written in witty and self-depreciating style, explaining
carefully where the evidence may be contradictory or simply absent. The book is even updated to
include some DNA evidence and doubtless there will be a lot more in future editions.So 5 stars plus
it is.

I defy any other historian to compress so much raw material into such a concise but precise volume.
The language is a pure joy: Caesar's son being "tidied away into a small box"; Nero "dying by his
own shaky hand"; the "proud and prickly" Great Kings of Persia. The book (and others by the same
author) is also refreshingly politically incorrect: unashamedly European in outlook, rightly
contemptuous of less civilized polities, unafraid to defend the Indo-European conquest of Iran and
Northern India.Best of all, the maps are a succulent treat: I remember tracing them out by pencil
when a student (that was the first edition) and being caught out by my history master - leading to a
heated debate on the origin of the Etruscans.I have now gone through no less than seven copies of
this book (first or second edition): three given away to enlightened friends, four disintegrated
through long re-readings in the bath.A Gibbon for the IT age.

I must say, this is one of the best summaries of the ancient world that I have read in a while. The
text is detailed yet concise, and even humorous at times. It and the maps do a good job recording
the rise and fall of many of the ancient states. My only complaint is that some of the text is outdated;

the 2nd Edition is from 2002 but it fails to incorporate some of the newer discoveries. The text on
the Indus Valley Civilization (discovery of only two cities) and the Aryan entry into India (states
definitively that they invaded and destroyed the IVC, when this is questioned) are the most blatant
examples. Still, most of the text and maps are very useful and still current. If you like ancient history,
this book is for you.
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